Discover the prestigious wines of the Graves & Sauternes
Drive along mythical appellations (Graves, Pessac-Léognan) which made the reputation of the Bordeaux wines.
It was in the Graves Appellation that the First Ever Bordeaux vines were planted over 2000 years.
The territory is remarkable for its diversity from the prestigious châteaux Haut-Brion or Yquem, but also familyrun estates and historical sites.
Wander through the vineyards, tour around the vat rooms and the cellar, listen to an explanation of the wine
making process, all the way from the vine to the bottle and taste the estate’s wines.
Suggestion of program
AM
Leave Bordeaux & drive to the Graves Region
Enjoy a warm welcome in a beautiful Great Growth Classified château steeped in history.
Lunch
Classical restaurant or lunch/picnic in a château
PM
Discover the Sauternes vineyards with visits of châteaux. Or, cultural option:
Roquetaillade (imposing medieval castle forming part of a pair of 12C-14Cfortresses), the Royal Castle of
Cazeneuve (where Henry IV put Margaret of Valois, the Queen Margot, under house arrest) or Château de la
Brede, property of Montesquieu the winegrowing Philosopher
Around 6.30 pm, return to Bordeaux
For you, we can arrange:
A tailor-made program to suit your requirements and budget. The choice of the properties varies from First
Great Growth to local producers. We always select our partners very carefully.
Your vehicle with Minibus or Motor coach; an experienced guide, speaking your preferred language: French,
English, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Russian, Japanese…
We want to offer you an unforgettable experience.

Price 2020 valid until 2020/12/31 (VAT 20% included)
Don’t hesitate to inform us about your intra-community VAT number
Price per person, including transport, private guide, 2 cellar visits and tastings, one historical site, lunch in a classical
restaurant (3 dishes, wine and coffee).
From
10 pax: 181,00 € - Sunday : 194,00 €
20 pax : 128,00 € - Sunday : 134,00 €
30 pax : 110,00 € - Sunday : 114,00 €
40 pax : 101,00 € - Sunday : 104,00 €
50 pax : 96,00 € - Sunday : 99,00 €

